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Disclaimer

The information in this eBook is for educational purposes only. The contents do not constitute

financial advice in any way. You should seek independent professional advice before making any

investment. Investing in property can be a risky business just like any other investment.

Historical growth in property prices does not necessarily mean that prices will increase in the

future. Your property may be repossessed if you do not keep up payments on your mortgage,

commercial borrowing or any other loans secured against your property.
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FORWARD

There is a scene from Fawlty Towers where Sybil is giving basil a hard time (well that could be

any scene) and he says “You should be on Mastermind” … “Sybil Fawlty…Specialist

subject…the bleeding obvious!”

I have been in property since 1973 and have seen many changes. Like all businesses there is

constant change. In the 60’s grocer’s stores became supermarkets and prospered. Today they

are struggling. Continue to do what you have been doing in your property business over the

last few years and your business will struggle in the coming years.

Its’ Bleeding Obvious…That the next Global Financial Collapse is on its way…

Its’ Bleeding Obvious…That interest rates will rise again…

Its’ Bleeding Obvious…That most investors have not factored in enough of a buffer…

Its’ Bleeding Obvious…That interest rate rises will create opportunity…

Its’ Bleeding Obvious…That1property purchase tax will rise from 3% to at least 6%…

Its’ Bleeding Obvious…That all tax relief on investment properties will be abolished…

Its’ Bleeding Obvious…That your yields will continue to be eroded…

Its’ Bleeding Obvious…That another market meltdown is on the way…

Its’ Bleeding Obvious…That HMO’s will be subject to much stricter licencing terms…

Its’ Bleeding Obvious…That some sort of rent control is on the way…

Its’ Bleeding Obvious…That rent to rent properties will be more strictly controlled…

Its’ Bleeding Obvious…That serviced accommodation will also become controlled…

Its’ Bleeding Obvious…That most training companies over promise and under deliver…

Its’ Bleeding Obvious…That there are many more dangers out there…but if I continue to

talk about them and make this eBook too long you will never read it!

So here is what I am going to do…I will expand on the 7 imminent dangers so I deliver

what I promised…But then I will over deliver by giving you ongoing up to date information

on the changing property industry and the promised 10 step game plan that you can

immediately adopt to counter the measures outlined in this eBook.

What I ask of you in return is that you actively engage in this content and ask questions,

challenge assumptions if you believe that to be appropriate. So let's begin…

1Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT) in England, Wales and Northern Ireland, Land &Buildings Transaction Tax (LBTT) in Scotland.
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1 INTEREST RATES

The biggest cost to a property business that is heavily leveraged is interest rates. A large body

of property investors started their property journey after the historic reduction to 0.5% Bank

of England rate. An interest rate rise will have an impact on your property business. Let’s look

at what is likely to determine an interest rate rises.

1.1 WHY DID INTEREST RATES GO SO LOW?

Interest rates were lowered to stimulate the economy by making it cheaper to borrow money

and to make it less attractive to hold your money in the bank. Quite simply it failed.

1.2 SOWHY COULD IT ALL GO HORRIBLY WRONG?

Government debt is too high and needs to be brought down. A key measure they will use is

inflation to bring down the relative value of that

debt. Their target is to introduce 2% inflation.

Inflation is not an instrument that you can finely

control.

The problem is it's rather like trying to push a

car down a gentle slope. It’s a little hard at the

beginning to get it going but once you do it is

very easy to lose control and it may run away

from you. So 2% inflation could easily become 6%

inflation.

1.3 WHAT HAS THE PRICE OF OIL GOT TO DOWITH A PROPERTY INVESTOR?

Add to that any movement in the oil price and it really could get out of control. First we need

to understand why the oil price is the price it is. There are several factors. Over production

and oversupply means that the price of oil has fallen.

A number of factors have

contributed towards this.

North America have been using

fracking to produce shale gas

which has led to considerably

more oil being available.

Demand has fallen most notably

from China. China has for the

last 10 years been in

infrastructure growth and most

of that infrastructure is now
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complete. Their demand for oil is now much lower and they are also suffering a comparative

economic downturn.

In previous oversupply periods of oil 2OPEC dominated by Saudi Arabia would cut back

production and therefore prop up the price of oil. In the early 1970s we saw OPEC cut back

production and severely affect the world economies. So much so that, in 1973 the UK

government issued ration books for petrol. We never used them but we came very close.

This time around OPEC have maintained that they will not cut back production as they want to

retain market share although that now looks set to change. The theory is that they can allow

the price of oil to drop to around $20 a barrel. At this level they believe that the shale gas

producers in North America will not be able to survive and many of them, if not all of them,

will go out of business. This is already happening. As with any new emerging industry there is

always a period of rapid growth followed by market consolidation.

More recently Iran has had its sanctions lifted and is now going to be pushing oil onto the

international market.

Saudi Arabia the dominant player in OPEC is the one that is holding out against cutting

production while many of the smaller countries would like to see production cut. Saudi Arabia

is going to come under pressure as they have in the last year alone gone from a surplus budget

to deficit spending. Last year they spent $100 billion to prop up their deficit. This money has

come from their reserves which are around $650 billion. They're not going to allow their

reserves to continue to deplete for too long. Tensions are already building up and conflict could

follow. If this happens the price of oil is likely to rise.

1.4 WHAT HAPPENS IF THE PRICE OF OIL GETS OUT OF CONTROL?

It could have a dramatic effect on inflation. In 1973 inflation was 9.2%, high by today’s

standards. It jumped to 16% in 1974 and 24.2%

in 1975. 1973 was the year OPEC cut back on

production of oil. OPEC generates

approximately 45% of the world’s total crude

oil production, and more than 20% of the

world’s natural gas production. Moreover, the

OPEC countries own more than four fifths of

total global crude oil reserves, and around 48%

of global natural gas reserves.

2Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) is a cartel of oil-producing countries which was established in Baghdad, Iraq, in

1961.
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1.5 SOWHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR THE PROPERTY INVESTOR/DEVELOPER?

A rise in the price of oil means that there will be less money in consumers’ pockets as it affects

transportation costs. More importantly we would see a rapid rise in inflation, maybe not as bad

as the 70’s but interest rates would rise and rise rapidly to curb the effects of inflation.

1.6 WHEN COULD THIS HAPPEN?

I don’t know or even if it will happen. I am just want to highlight to you the possible danger

that could be lurking. What effect it would have on your property business if the bank rate

went to 5% or 10%? Remember that a bank rate of 5% is the base rate before the lender adds

their margin. In 1985 when base lending rates peaked at 313.4% I was paying 17.4% on a

commercial loan that only the year before was 12.8%. That is a 4.6% rise in just one year. I will

show you later how to expect the best but prepare for the worst.

3I rounded them to make them easier to understand, the actual rates were: 13.375% I was paying 17.375% on a commercial loan on a

loan that started out one year earlier as 12.8125%
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2 INCREASE IN STAMP DUTY

As from the 6th April 2016 anyone purchasing a second home of £40,000 or more will be liable

to an additional 3% tax on the entire amount of the transaction in addition to the amount

levied under the stamp duty regulations. Announced by the Chancellor in his autumn

statement in 2015 covering England, Wales and Northern Ireland. The Scottish government

very quickly followed suit. Initially it was announced that if you own more than 15 properties

then you would be exempt, this has now been changed. Holding these properties in a limited

company does not exempt you.

2.1 WHY ARE THEY DOING THIS?

There are principally two reasons for this. The current government is trying to appeal to a much

larger section of the population by becoming the champions of the disenfranchised and poorer

members of our society. This may seem very strange for a Conservative government. They are

thinking long term and planning for the next general election in 2020.

2.1 HOWMIGHT STAMP DUTY ACHIEVE THIS?

The reasoning behind this new stamp duty policy and why this policy makes sense to them is

many first-time buyers are finding it difficult to get onto the property ladder.

This leads to a strong rental market which makes a good investment. There are many bad

landlords out there who don't provide a proper

standard of accommodation. The press latches

onto this as a good victim story sells

newspapers.

Most news stories are sensationalised making

the situation out to be worse than it is. The

government steps in as the hero and is seen to

be doing something about those nasty landlords

who are stealing houses from first-time buyers,

flouting regulations and providing crappy

accommodation.

So often politics is driven by what appears to

make a politician look good. Take immigration

for instance. Many people believe that it's a bad thing for our country and yet anyone who

takes time to analyse the real data will understand that we greatly benefit from immigration.
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Politician's frequently talk about taxing the rich when in reality they

are taxing higher income earners. The rich continue to pay much less

tax by using a variety of tax efficient business models.

The government is looking to achieve a couple of things through this

policy. They want to:-

1 Provide more housing for those who can't get onto the property

ladder

2 Increase the professionalism of those renting out property.

2.2 CANWE STOP THIS TAX CHANGE FROM BEING IMPLEMENTED?

The short answer, I believe, is no. I have seen on different forums people trying to raise

petitions against this action which, quite frankly, seems a waste of time and energy. There is no

way a cash strapped government is going to ignore another way of raising revenue. One that

makes them look good to the vast majority of their potential electors. Could a legal challenge

change it? I doubt it, if this was 4America then possibly.

2.3 IS THERE FURTHER DANGER?

Yes, is the short answer. This tax is being introduced at 3%. I believe that we will see this rise

over the years to come. It may not be this government, although it could be as they were the

ones who increased VAT. Once a new tax is passed it is much easier to raise that tax in

subsequent budgets.

It’s also possible to foresee that a future left leaning government which would be any

government in Scotland or Labour and Liberal Democrats in the rest of the UK would seek to

raise this tax.

If you study the history of taxes you will be aware all taxes have a thing called 'tax creep'. You

might be forgiven for thinking that this is not the case with the base rate of income tax which

has progressively reduced from 35% in the

1970’s to 20% today.

When you look at the historical perspective

of income tax you will find that a single rate

of the income tax was originally introduced

at a mere 2%. We now have various bands

of income tax and have even experimented

with different levels of VAT since its

4A burglar managed to successfully sue a homeowner after he slipped on a wet floor as the homeowner had not put out a wet

floor sign!
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introduction in 1973. VAT was introduced at 10%, went to 8% on standard goods and 25% on

luxury goods, this was then replaced with a single rate of 15% which then became 17.5%, briefly

returning to 15% before going to 20%.

It’s possible, and in fact probable, that we will see this tax rise from its present proposed base

and possibly have different band rates. You do have time to prepare before any 'tax creep'

takes place and put yourself in a position to mitigate its affect all under current proposed

legislation.
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3 ABOLITION OF ALL INTEREST RELIEF

Another measure to be introduced by the government in 2017 is the abolition of tax relief for

higher earning taxpayers. This isn't immediate and will be phased

in over the next few years which gives everyone some time to

plan the way forward. Of course if you're not a higher tax earner

this will not affect you. This may apply to you in the future so

please read on!

3.1 BEWARE THIS CHANGE MAY HAVE MOVED YOU INTO A HIGHER RATE TAX BRACKET

Remember your gross rental income is added to your salaried income and that will take many

people into the higher bracket. So if your total earnings are above £42,385 then you're already

in the higher tax bracket.

3.2 WHAT TAX BRACKET ARE YOU IN?

Now

You earn from employment: £25,000

You have 2 rental properties valued at £120,000

@ £725pcm x 12 months’ x 2 properties = £17,400

Mortgage of £90,000 @ 5% interest = £9,000

Net Income = £8,400

Total earned income = £33,400

You are well under the higher tax threshold and have nothing to worry about – just now!

2020

You earn from employment: = £25,000

You have 2 rental properties

@ £725pcm x 12 months’ x 2 properties = (no relief for interest) £17,400

Total Earned Income = £42,400

Congratulations you are a higher tax earner - you can tell your friends you're rich!
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One tax change announced and you are in a completely different tax bracket which I don’t think

the vast bulk of property investors realise. They think because they are not in that tax bracket

now they are ok. As you see these are relatively low numbers.

Worse still, say you don’t work and you have 4 properties rented out a £725pcm and you buy a

5th property and rent it out at £725, that will take you over the threshold. You only earned

£21,000 net income and received a tax bill for £8,400.

So why is that the case? Well first understand it is the gross income from your properties that

determine your income from property and not net income as previously.

NOW

Your buy-to-let earns £20,000 a year and the interest-only mortgage costs you £13,000 a year.

Tax is due on the difference or profit. So you pay tax on £7,000, meaning £2,800 for HMRC

and £4,200 for you.

2020

Tax is now due on your full rental income of £20,000, less a tax credit equivalent to basic-rate

tax on the interest. So you pay 40% tax on £20,000 (ie £8,000), less the 20% credit (20% of

£13,000 = £2,600), meaning £5,400 for HMRC and £1,600 for you. Your tax bill has gone up by

93%.

Now, say Bank Rate – and in turn your mortgage rate – rises by a small fraction, lifting your

mortgage cost to £15,000, while your rent remains at £20,000.

You will have to pay £5,000 tax in this scenario, so you make no profit at all.

3.3 CAN IT GET ANYWORSE THAN THIS?

I think we will eventually see the abolition of all tax relief on properties as this would be

entirely consistent with what happened for main residence

properties in the past. These properties at one time attracted full

tax relief on mortgage interest. Indeed, it was even better than that

because a married couple could actually receive the tax relief twice.

This worked by each being able to claim the tax interest against

their own tax bill which would automatically be repaid into the

bank account at the time that they made their mortgage payment

each month.
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The way around this, for the moment, is to buy these properties through a limited company.

That can often present its own problems as the availability of finance can sometimes be difficult.

Although I think this is something the banks and alternative lenders will now need to seriously

have to look at if they want to continue to lend to this sector of the market. This will initially

come with a higher price tag and so that should be built in to your calculations.

There is a possibility that they could abolish interest relief for this asset class in companies.
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4 EROSIONOF YIELDS

The residential property markets yields are under

attack from all fronts. In the previous two

sections we have discussed the effect of stamp

duty and the abolition of tax relief for higher tax

earners. If it costs you more to buy your

properties in the first place and you have higher

borrowing costs that are then disallowed because

you are in a higher tax bracket. This naturally

reduces or may even wipe out the yield on your

property.

4.1 ARE THERE ANY OTHER FACTORS THAT REDUCE OUR YIELD?

Consumer legislation is on the rise and

requires you to make retrospective

modifications to your properties.

When buying an older property, you

need to bring it up to regulation

standard by, for example, installing a

wired smoke detector where in a

newer property this would have

already been fitted by the builder.

There is no doubt that the list of

requirements for landlords will

continue to grow meaning added

expenditure at a time when profits are

already being eroded.

4.2 IS THERE AWAY TO MITIGATE THIS?

Yes, there is. This will be discussed in 'Your Success Game Plan'.
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5 MARKET DOWNTURN

If you have been around property for any length of time you will know it goes through cycles. I

have heard people say that the property market is booming at the moment. This is simply not

true. Yes, there are areas which have seen significant growth in the last few years most notably

London and now areas that are within relatively short travelling distance from London.

5.1 IS THE PROPERTY MARKET BOOMING JUST NOW?

To say that the property market is booming is completely untrue. We should also understand

why the property market in London was booming in the first place. The factors that cause a

boom in London are very different from factors we are seeing in other areas.

The London market was booming as a result of the

2008 crash. Foreign investors were looking for

somewhere to put their money into hard assets. The

stock market was clearly not a safe haven as they are

paper assets and can therefore lose their value very

quickly. We've witnessed this everal times in recent

years. Indeed, many other traded assets have had

varying levels of success.

The perceived or actual boom that is happening

within a travelling distance of London is a reflection

of the fact that it is too expensive for most ordinary people to purchase properties within

London and the relative cheapness of properties within an hour’s train journey away from

London makes them much more attractive.

5.2 SOWHAT COULD AMARKET DOWNTURNMEAN FOR US?

Well it could mean a loss of values, which providing that you are not heavily leveraged may

present an opportunity to buy properties at a much reduced rate. It could also mean that the

availability of mortgages could once again be difficult. In any case it would probably result in a

tightening of the criteria to qualify for a mortgage and they would only lend to people in a

strong financial position.

It is important to realise that a decline in the

property market is inevitable and may be

hastened by the various factors I have already

mentioned under the previous sections. The

main point I want to drive home here is always

look at the possible downside and plan your

business accordingly. Many people were caught

out in 2008 because they thought that prices
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would always continue to rise. They bought property at the top of the market with vastly

inflated prices and then when the crash came they had negative equity. Boom or no boom,

build your property business in such a way that it can be profitable whatever the market does.

5.3 PROPERTY IS STILL THE BEST ASSET TO HOLD YOURMONEY IN

Property is a bricks and mortar asset. While it may lose some of its

value it never loses all of its value. An extreme example can be

witnessed if you look back to Zimbabwe in 2010. Their currency

essentially imploded. Yet property retained its value. This is because

it was valued against the new currency of choice which was the

American dollar.
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6 GLOBAL FINANCIAL CRISIS

There is more than a chance that we will experience another global financial crisis for the

simple reason that governments around the world haven't

solved the problems that created the 2008 crisis. When this

happens it will probably result as last time in a property crash,

restriction on the availability of loans, loss of confidence in the

market, repossessions of properties where the value falls below

the loan amount and a flood of new rental properties where

people become accidental landlords as they are required to

move because of their job but are unable to sell their property.

6.1 WHAT CAUSED THEGLOBAL FINANCIAL CRISIS?

This is a very simplistic account of what happened. If you have read the 'Who am I?' section of

this eBook you will know that I lived in Florida for nine years. When I bought my house there I

applied for a mortgage. On the day I was due to gain entry my wife and I had to go to sign the

paperwork at a '5Title Company'. We had to go through many documents which must have

been over 100 pages combined. One of the pieces of paper I had to sign was to sell my

mortgage.

6.2 “WHAT DO YOUMEAN SELL MY MORTGAGE?”

I asked the question and this was the explanation I was given. First, a bank or mortgage

company makes a home loan. The bank then sells that loan to an investment bank or a quasi-

governmental agency like 6Fannie Mae, 7Freddie Mac or 8Ginnie Mae. They then bundle a lot of

loans with similar interest rates. Then they sell a security that delivers the same payments that

the bundle of loans does. That's the Mortgage-backed securities (MBS), which is a security

backed by the mortgage. The MBS is sold to institutional, corporate or individual investors on

the secondary market.

6.3 IT MADE SENSE AT FIRST

The MBS’s sold by the governmental agencies were particularly attractive. Their returns were

guaranteed by the agencies, who were themselves backed by the Federal government.

5It's at the closing that a title company's agent begins disbursing and collecting required funds and gathers

signatures from all parties involved.

6Fannie Mae purchases any kind of mortgage loans in the secondary market from primary lenders.

7Freddie Mac purchases primarily conventional mortgage loans in the secondary market

8Ginnie Mae is a government agency involved in the secondary mortgage market--it sells mortgage backed

securities that are backed by Federal Housing Agency and Veterans Administration loans.
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Investment banks started putting together packages made up of thousands of mortgage loans to

sell them to the highest bidders, and buyers happily picked them up because they promised high

returns.

6.4 WHATWENT WRONG?

During the mid-2000s, these CDOs were increasingly filled with bad loans, aka subprime loans,

that were incorrectly given stellar ratings and peddled off as good investments. As risky

homeowners failed to pay their mortgages, the

value of the CDOs collapsed. Investors were

unable to pay back the loans they borrowed to buy

the CDOs in the first place. This triggered a ripple

effect that caused the U.S. economy to spiral

downwards.

People were betting hundreds of millions of dollars

that the housing market would fail. And they were

right. More than one million people lost their

homes in 2008, with the number of foreclosures

spiking at 81% that year.

To make this worse people were betting on what people were betting on? This was called

'synthetic collateralized debt obligations' or Synthetic CDO.

6.5 WHATS A SYNTHETIC CDO?

It’s a bit confusing so I will let Selena Gomez ‹click this link. explain it.

6.6 HERE’S THE KEY POINT

Easy loans, which require little or no credit checks, self-certified and loans that were greater

than value of the property were available. Most of those loans were fixed-rate mortgages

where the repayments fixed for two years. It was when the rates moved up to current market

rates people found they could no longer afford

the mortgage payments and began to default. In

the early days qualifying for a loan was a much

more rigorous process making the quality of

these bundled loans low risk. Once the lending

criteria was relaxed they became a much higher

risk. Once it started to unravel in 2008 in the

US (the warnings were there in 2005 – if you

knew where to look) then other countries

started to examine what was happening in their countries and found they had loans that were

equally toxic. That started the Global Financial Crisis. To avoid the collapse of the whole

financial system governments came in and took on the debt. This debt is still with us.
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6.7 THEY ARE BACK!

CDO’s are back in the US and are now called 'Bespoke Tranche Opportunity'. In the UK, so

are loans for 'off plan contracts', self-certification mortgages and loans for first time buyers

requiring only a 5% deposit. This next global financial crisis is coming to a city near you! At

least this time you know about it and can prepare for it.
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7 HMO LICENCING

HMOs have seen considerable growth over the last few years which is not surprising as for a

property investor they often represent vastly superior returns in terms of cash flow and the

potential to also achieve much higher valuations.

7.1 BAD PRESS

They are starting to receive a lot of bad press, which is unfair. This bad publicity is building a

strong case for them to be much more highly regulated. This again is a political football. As a

property business owner we know that this provides economical alternative for single people

who want to either reduce their monthly living costs or cannot afford the full cost of renting a

single property. There are fewer landlords in this sector, but their numbers are growing.

7.2 STRICTER LICENCING IS ON THE WAY

I foresee much stricter licensing requirements of HMOs similar to those in Scotland. In

Scotland where there are more than two people living in a property with a different surname

the property has to be licensed as an HMO with the local council.

The cost of implementing a lot of these licence requirements can easily be a five figure amount.

In addition to that a licence fee has

to be paid. this licence fee is

renewable annually. This additional

cost reduces your yield from the

property. That and the risk of

loosing or not being granted the

licence makes it a much risker

proposition. If your licence is not

approved, you will have spent a

great deal of money upgrading

your property to HMO licensing standards and it can only be let as a single let.

There is a way to mitigate these costs. More about that in 'Your Success Game Plan'
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8 CONCLUSION OF THE SEVEN IMMINENTDANGERS TO YOUR PROPERTY

BUSINESS

This may all seem a bit gloomy. Don’t worry the future is bright. I did want to give you a

wakeup call because all I see in the forums, networking meetings and social media is that

everything is great. There is no doubt you do need to be optimistic and have a can do attitude

in this business. It is imperative that you are aware of the dangers and you prepared for them -

NOW.

8.1 NOONE HAS A CRYSTAL BALL.

The property market booms and then it bursts. I have seen this time and time again over the

last 40+plus years. Each time it's different. When will this happen again? No one can tell you.

The media may specualte as they did, most recently, in 2005. They got it wrong. What a

surprise.

8.2 WILL YOU CHOSE FAILURE OR SUCCESS?

The reality is where there is failure for some there will be success for others. You have

probably heard it said before that the rich make more money in times of recession than they do

in times of boom. The reason is that during periods of adversity the see opportunity. The

reality is most people don't see the “Bleeding Obvious…”until they are actually confronted

with it.

A hurdle jumper is preparing for the next hurdle as they scale the previous one. Most people in

this market are purely focusing on what we see happening right now and have given little or no

consideration to what might happen in the future.

8.3 WEALTH CREATION IS EASY, ITS WEATH PRESIVATION THAT IS HARD

Ok wealth creation is not that easy, but it is much harder to hold on to wealth. I know as I

made money and lost it three times. What I have not lost is the education I received. A very

expensive education I might add! I now want to present to you with a business model that, if

implemented, could prepare you for the best of times and the worst of times.

8.4 I HAVE GIVEN…AND TAKEN AWAY!

Winston Churchill said 'Men occasionally stumble over the truth, but most of them pick

themselves up and hurry off as if nothing had happened'.

You may decide that you don't believe these seven principles I have outlined are going to

happen. That's okay. What you can’t do if they do come to fruition say 'I didn’t see this coming,

no one told me'.

I will be sending out a link to “'Your Success Game Plan' but if you want it now then click here.
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9 JIM J DAVIDSON –WHO AM I?

My property journey started when I was still at school and only 16 years old. I was very

fortunate to be an inheritance of around £4,000. Now, that doesn't seem like a lot of money

until I tell you it was 1973. You may be thinking that it was ok for me because I had money to

start with. Which is true, except, I lost it all. In fact, I have lost everything I ever had three

times. That means that I know what it's like to start over again with nothing. What I never lost

was the knowledge I gained. If I ever had to choose between the knowledge I have gained and

money I have, knowledge would win every time.

My brother and I pulled our £4,000 each together and bought a flat in Marchmont Road in

Edinburgh for £7,500. We rented out two of the rooms for the princely sum of £10 per month.

To put this into perspective, my first job was paying me £10 per week.

In 1977 my brother wanted his share of the money out of

this flat as he had moved to Glasgow. Mortgages were

very difficult to come by in those days as they were only

available from building societies who took a very high

moral ground on who they would lend to. So a kid of 20

was not a good prospect in their eyes.

Even by todays lending standards this would have

represented a good deal for a lender. The property was

now valued at £14,000 and I only needed £7,000 to buy

my brother out. I eventually found a Building Society who

grudgingly lent me £6,300 and I borrowed the additional

amount privately. In 1979 I sold the flat for £21,000 and

continued my property journey by buying a house in

Fairmilehead in Edinburgh and rented out three separate

rooms for £70 per month.

In 1983 I had reached a fairly senior level in the company I was working for, yet I always wanted

my own business. So I gave up my job and purchased a licensed grocers’ business in

Bannockburn with a small loan from the bank to top up the funds I had built up from property.

My brother joined me in business six months later and we built up the business to 4

convenience stores and a petrol station. Which was remarkable as we almost lost the entire

business in 1984 with the advent of the miners’ strike. It took several years to recover from

that.

In 1987 I wanted to start a property development company. My brother managed to talk me

out of it. I will come back to this in later communications because I think there is an important

lesson to be learnt here and it's not that I missed an opportunity by not taking action.
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In 1991 we sold off the business and I went off to live in Florida. My first business there failed

after 18 months and I lost everything including my right to live in the US. I did manage to

salvage the situation and established two more businesses which were much more successful.

In 2000 I returned to the UK to live and took a year out. I then purchased the master franchise

for a business that was so successful that I closed the doors on it 9 months later!

I then applied to became a Retail Agent with Esso. This was a self-employed situation which

suited my temperament. I had to come up with £15,000 liquid cash which I didn’t have. A loan

wasn't an option due to my recent business disaster and the short time I had been living back in

the UK. It all worked out in the end and I moved to a small community in the north west of

Scotland.

As I arrived there I was told that they would more than likely sell the petrol station in the next

few years and as the sitting Retail Agent if I could match the highest offer I would be the

successful bidder.

I knew if I owned the busines, which needed serious redevelopment, I could make about

£250,000 profit per annum from this one site. Then I could go on to expand the business with a

very strong cash flow. Only problem was at this point I only had about £20,000 to my name

and was only making enough out of the business to provide for my family.

I would need at least £350,000 to buy this business, which was likely to sell for £500,000. I

would also need another £150,000 for the fuel bond to Esso and for inventory. A tanker of fuel

in those days was about £40,000 and was paid for when the delivery tanker left the refinery

gate to deliver it to you.

Property became my chosen path to accumulate the funds I would need to purchase the petrol

station. I had made money out of every residential and commercial property I had purchased

since I was 16.

So in 2003 Fyneside Developments was formed and became a limited company in 2007. The

business bought a flat in the local town and rented it to one of my employees. This was swiftly

followed by a house renovation, and then a new build which produced £100,000.

Esso was now in partnership with Tesco. The petrol station would not be sold but converted

to a Tesco Express. I wasn't disappointed. I had decided to stick with property. Yes, at this

time I had almost all the funds I needed to purchase the petrol station had it been offered to

me.

During this period, I developed a passion for public speaking. I joined Toastmasters (a

leadership and public speaking training organisation) in 2004. I am still a member of that

organisation primarily because I like helping people and watching them grow.

Which brings me to why I am doing this. I am passionate about property, helping people and

speaking. This allows me to follow all of those passions.


